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Introduction 

 

1. This is Part II of the report resulting from the 20th meeting of the Scientific Advisory 

Committee (SAC) on Montserrat Volcanic Activity that took place at Olveston 

House and the Montserrat Volcano Observatory (MVO) from 2nd November to 5th 

November, 2015. Part I of that report, the Summary Report1, gives the principal 

findings of the meeting in a non-technical form2, and Part II gives the underlying 

technical data and analysis in more detail, including several appendices, that led to 

those findings. 

  

2. The meeting took place 13 months after we last met, at the end of September 2014. 

It took place over four days and involved the six SAC members, all MVO scientists 

and technicians; the meeting was chaired by Prof Jürgen Neuberg.  A list of all 

participants and their affiliations is given in Appendix 3.  The MVO produced a 

volcanic activity report to the SAC3 which was distributed to all SAC members 

prior to the meeting. 

 
3. One important agenda item was the briefing of the new Governor on the Terms of 

Reference and modus operandi of the SAC. An initial meeting was postponed and 

combined with the debriefing at the end of the SAC meeting, attended by HE 

Elisabeth Carriere, the Honourable Premier Donaldson Romeo and Deputy Premier 

Delmaude Ryan, Mr Tony Bates and all SAC members.  

  

4. Based on their volcanic activity report, MVO staff delivered several oral 

presentations on the monitoring data and observations covering the period between 

May 2015 and September 2015, in the context of the entire time period since the 

last eruptive episode five and a half year ago. 

 

5. Scientific discussions that followed the MVO presentations focussed on different 

conceptual models that could explain the deformation pattern of an apparent 

inflation and the relatively high and constant level of SO2 outgassing. Models that 

were considered as alternative to the traditional view of continued magma influx 

included (i) the tectonic control on deformation features of Montserrat in the 

context of the Caribbean regional stress field, (ii) the potential pressurisation of a 

magma reservoir due to cooling and crystallisation, and (iii) a magma mush model 

that could explain SO2 outgassing independent from the amount of eruptible 

                                                 
1 Assessment of the hazards and risks associated with the Soufrière Hills Volcano, Montserrat. Report of 

the 19th Scientific Advisory Committee on Montserrat Volcanic Activity, Part I, Summary Report. 
2 The information provided in both parts of this Report is advisory.  It is offered, without prejudice, for 

the purpose of informing the party commissioning the study of the risks that might arise in the near 

future from volcanic activity in Montserrat, and has been prepared subject to constraints imposed on 

the performance of the work.  While Committee members believe that they have acted honestly and in 

good faith, they accept no responsibility or liability, jointly or severally, for any decisions or actions 

taken by HMG or GoM or others, directly or indirectly resulting from, arising out of, or influenced by 

the information provided in this report, nor can they accept any liability to any third party in any way 

whatsoever.  See also Appendix 8. 
3 R. Stewart, “Informal MVO Report on Activity from 1May to 30 September 2015”, October 30, 2015 
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magma. The discussion was informed by several studies and the latest literature 

(see Appendices  9 & 10). 

 

6.  On the basis of this analysis we assessed the potential behaviour of the volcano in 

the longer term and undertook a review of the three ‘end-of-eruption criteria’, as 

well as the hazard and risk levels for the population of Montserrat in different zones 

for the next year.  

 

7. As outlined in the Terms of Reference (see Appendix 1), the SAC is also requested 

to provide independent advice on the scientific and technical operations of the 

MVO to ensure that the work matches the level of risk; accordingly, a considerable 

amount of time was spent discussing different monitoring procedures and the role 

of the SAC in its scientific advisory capacity to MVO. Direct, verbal feed-back 

including recommendations were given to MVO staff, a summary of which is part 

of this report.   

 

8. As usual, a Preliminary Statement (Appendix 4) was issued and presented at the 

debriefing to the Governor and the Premier on Thursday, November 5th, 2015. In 

order to engage with the general public a live radio interview with ZJB was 

arranged on the same day where several members of the public phoned in with 

questions. Prof Willy Aspinall, Prof Steve Sparks, Dr Eleonora Rivalta and Prof 

Jürgen Neuberg represented the SAC during this interview. 

 

 

Surface Activity and Observations  

 

9. The volcanic surface activity in the reporting period has been low and remained at 

the same level as for the last five and a half years. This is the longest pause since 

the eruption began in 1995. Monitoring data over the last 18 months are depicted 

in Fig 1 while an overview of the entire eruption is given in Figure 2.  

 

10. Temperatures of volcanic gases that escape through fractures and fumaroles in the 

lava dome have remained high, with the hottest fumaroles maintaining 6000C over 

the last five and a half years since the last major activity. Although the dome 

material is slowly cooling, two processes are acting to maintain these high 

temperatures: (i) further outgassing of the dome, the entire edifice and the deep 

magma reservoir provides a steady supply of hot volatiles which has kept the 

temperatures of the dome and fumaroles in particular at constant, high 

temperatures, and (ii) a certain amount of heat is produced due to the crystallisation 

(latent heat) of lava. These conditions might continue for a long time, even without 

any new magma influx. 
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Fig. 1 Data for May 2015 to September 2015. Top: number of seismic events per day. Middle: 

ground motion of GPS station GERD relative to the volcano. Bottom: SO2 emission rate. 

(Adopted from MVO activity report). 

 

 

11. With fewer rock-fall events than before, overall seismicity is further declining as 

the dome appears to stabilise. No low-frequency seismic swarms, usually associated 

with magma movement at depth, have been recorded. The only significant seismic 

signals observed were six so-called VT strings, a series of volcano-tectonic 

earthquakes at a depth of 3 to 5 km which occurred on two occasions 

simultaneously with elevated SO2 emission rates indicating gas release from depth 

through the brittle fracturing and opening of cracks within the volcanic edifice.  

 

12. Since the last surface activity in February 2010, sulphur dioxide (SO2) emissions 

have converged to an average rate of 300 – 400 tonnes per day. A marked increase 

in SO2 flux in mid-June, with a weekly average of 728 tonnes per day led to the 

suspension of sand-export activities in Zone V from June 19th through July 10th, 

2015. 

 

13. Ground deformation on Montserrat continues to show a radial extension away from 

the volcano. Fig 2, centre panel, shows the linear motion of the GPS station GERD 

compared to previous pauses. 
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Fig. 2 Seismic, GPS and SO2 monitoring data for the period January 1st, 1995 to September 

30th, 2015. Extrusive phases and pauses are shown in red and green, respectively. Top: 

Number of seismic events detected and identified by the seismic monitoring system. Middle: 

Radial displacement of GPS station GERD (blue) and MVO1 (red) smoothed with 7-day 

running mean filter, GPS height of station HARR (black). Bottom: Measured daily SO2 flux 

filtered with 7-day running mean filter, COSPEC (green), DOAS (blue). (Adopted from MVO 

activity report). 

 

 

Long-term processes at the volcano 

 

14. The “saw-tooth” pattern of ground motion measured across the whole of Montserrat 

(Fig 2, middle) was previously interpreted as alternating inflation and deflation 

associated with pause and lava extrusion, respectively. This pattern has been 

frequently modelled and interpreted in terms of pressurisation of a mid-crustal 

magma reservoir. Together with petrological and seismic tomographic evidence 

for melt at about 5-6 km depth, this has led to a hypothesis of dual chambers, the 

lower at about 15 km and the upper at about 6 km (Melnik & Costa, 2014)4. As 

stated during SAC19 the observations remain more complex than a simple model 

can explain. Topographic effects as well as loading effects studied by Odbert & 

Taisne (see SAC19) needed to be accounted for. In addition, Sparks suggested that 

a regional pattern of tectonic motion could be responsible for some of the intra-

island deformation.  

 

                                                 
4 Melnik, O., Costa, (2014) A. Dual chamber conduit models of non-linear dynamic behavior at 

Soufriere Hills Volcano, Montserrat. In. Wadge, G., Robertson, R.E., Voight, B. (eds.), The eruption of 

Soufriere Hills Volcano, Montserrat from 2000 to 2010. Memoir 39, Geological Society , London 
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Fig. 3 Horizontal deformation velocities measured at the MVO continuous GPS 

Stations and corrected for plate motion. Colour coded velocity vectors are for different time 

windows during the current pause – see inset. (Adopted from MVO activity report)  
 

15. Accordingly, more sophisticated models needed to be tested and fitted to the data. 

K. Pascal (MVO) and several SAC members co-operated on this task and their 

report (see Appendix 9)5 formed the base for our discussion. Fig 4 depicts the best-

fitting, asymmetrical model combining the topography effect, tectonic stretching of 

the entire plate on which Montserrat is located, and two magma chambers with 

elliptical geometry exerting pressurisation in the deeper and depressurisation in the 

shallow chamber. To explain the deformation field of the more significant, distal 

stations only the deeper chamber is relevant. Its pressure change over time 

corresponds to an influx of magma of about 0.07 m3/s. Alternatively, this 

                                                 
5 Collinson A.S.D, Pascal, K., Neuberg J.W., Modelling the ongoing deformation on Montserrat, 

Internal report (2015) 
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pressurisation could be caused by cooling and crystallisation of a magma volume 

of about 4 km3 at depth (Appendix 10). 

 

16. In summary, the modelling indicates that there are alternative explanations for the 

deformation pattern compared to the inflation model based on the influx of new 

magma which has been exclusively used in the past. However, given the available 

data and the relatively short time span of observation, we cannot rule out that fresh 

magma is accumulating below the volcano, and a new cycle of surface activity 

could commence.  

  

 
 

Fig. 4 Model with best fit to deformation data comprising two magma chambers of elliptical 

shape, the shallow one contracting, the deeper one expanding. Superimposed is a strain rate 

of 10 mm per year at 25 km distance contributing a stretching of 4 mm per year across the 

island. Topography effects are taken into account. 

  

17. Christopher and others6 have analysed multi-year periodicity in sulphur dioxide 

emissions. Pulses of elevated sulphur dioxide emission from 1995 to 2010 do not 

coincide with the phases of lava extrusion, indicating that at this timescale volatile 

exsolution is dissociated from magma flux through the system. The cessation of 

pulse cycles following the 11 February 2010 collapse to be replaced by a much 

more steady sulphur dioxide emission clearly indicates a change of regime in the 

deep magma reservoir. T. Christopher (MVO) with various SAC members and 

other international experts looked into possible mechanisms to explain the average 

sulphur dioxide emission rate of 300 tonnes per day as well as the high temperature 

                                                 
6 Christopher, T., Taisne, B., Edmonds, M., Odbert, H., Costa, A., Hards, V., Wadge, G. (2014), 

Prolonged sulphur dioxide degassing at Soufriere Hills Volcano, Montserrat, and implications for deep 

magma permeability. (Geol. Soc. London Special Pub. “The role of volatiles in the genesis, evolution 

and eruption of arc magmas”. 
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fumaroles. Their analysis7 favours a magma mush model in which an independent 

gas phase results from a partitioning of sulphur into a vapour phase. 
 

 

Evolution of Future Behaviour  

 

18. At SAC19 we discussed the statistical behaviour of similar volcanoes around the 

world, based on information from the Loughlin et al MVO study8 of volcanoes that 

had built domes since 1800 AD.  The dataset comprises 97 examples worldwide, 

of which Soufriere Hills is the fifth longest-lived.  On the basis of these cases, we 

can calculate a statistical distribution function for the duration of a typical eruption 

which has been going on as long as the present Montserrat eruption (228 months).  

We obtain an estimate that the statistical probability of it lasting another five or 

more years is 85%.  For an eruption that has already lasted 228 months, the 

statistical expectation for total duration (50% probability) is 43 years, i.e. a further 

twenty-four years or so, in the present case.  On the basis of the same global data, 

the statistical probability of an eruption like this one stopping within one year – if 

it has not already stopped and without considering any evidence for a declining 

activity trend – remains at about 4%. 

 

19. A new Bayesian statistical analysis9 of lava dome longevity was presented by 

Calder. This work applies an extension of the previous work (above) to a more 

recent collection of 177 dome-building eruptions taken from the DomeHaz10 

database; the extension reflects variation among the eruptive durations for 

volcanoes of differing compositions (dacitic/rhyolitic, andesitic, basaltic). This 

work also differs from the previous work as it considers the durations of (longer) 

entire eruptive periods rather than the durations of (shorter) discrete dome-building 

episodes. The results of this work indicate that the objective Bayes posterior 

quartiles (25, 50 and 75) for the remaining duration of the Montserrat eruption are: 

10, 36 and 139 years, respectively. Posterior predictive probabilities that these 

eruptions will continue for at least T additional years are shown in Figure 5, for 0 ≤ 

T ≤ 50 yr. The solid red line indicates overall posterior probability of continuing  T 

more years, while the width of the 90% prediction interval (blue lines) indicates 

how uncertain that forecast is on the basis of available evidence. The plug-in 

estimate, shown as a dashed black line, is close to the mean but obscures the 

uncertainty. Forecast probability that remaining eruption duration at Montserrat 

exceeds ten years has a mean of 75.5%, with a 90% range of 64.8%–84.2%. The 

median projected remaining duration for Montserrat is 35 years. Thus, there is a 

50:50 chance that the eruption continues for more (or less) than that time span. This 

                                                 
7 Christopher, T.E., Blundy, J., Cashman, K., Cole, P., Edmonds, M., Smith, P.J., Sparks R.S.J. and 

Stinton, A, (2015) Crustal-scale degassing due to magma system destabilisation and magma-gas 

decoupling at Soufrière Hills Volcano, Montserrat, G3 (in press) 
8 Loughlin, S.C., Miller, A.D., Aspinall W.P. (1998) Dome-building eruptions: world-wide summary of 

dome growth durations, periods of dome quiescence and post-eruption characteristics. MVO Open File 

Report 98/15. 
9 Wolpert, R. Ogburn, S.E., Calder, E.S. The Longevity of Lava Dome Eruptions. Journal of 

Geophysical Research - Solid Earth, In Press, November 2015. 
10 Ogburn S.E., Loughlin, S. and Calder, E.S. The association of lava dome-growth with major 

explosive activity (VEI≥4): DomeHaz a global dataset. Bull Volcanol (2015) 77:40, DOI 

10.1007/s00445-015-0919-x. 
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forecast may include extended quiescent periods of up to two years or more and, it 

is stressed that the forecast is conditional on the current (2015) quiescence being a 

pause and not already the onset of prolonged dormancy. 

 

 
 
Fig. 5. Projected remaining duration of eruption at Montserrat reflecting uncertainty about 

model parameters. Each estimate is based on a log-linear regression model reflecting evidence 

from all 177 volcanoes. One hundred draws from posterior distribution are shown (faint pink 

lines), along with 90% credible interval (medium blue lines) and posterior mean (thick red 

line). Dashed black line shows plug-in forecast using estimated parameter values, ignoring 

parameter uncertainty. Posterior median projected duration is 35 years for Montserrat (based 

on the assumption that the current activity represents a pause, and not already the onset of a 

new dormant phase. 

 

20. At SAC18 we elicited for the first time the probability that nothing significant will 

happen in the next 30 years - i.e. there will be no collapse, no restart of dome 

growth, or no magmatic explosion > 0.1x ref. At SAC18, the elicited median 

probability for this eventuality was 16%, or about a 1-in-6 chance. At SAC19 the 

elicitation was repeated, and produced a higher probability of 32%; now, at SAC20, 

the probability was assessed 39%, i.e. better than a 1-in-3 chance. In other words, 

the odds against this scenario have progressively shortened over the last three years 

while the pause lengthens. However, uncertainty on this estimate remains very 

wide, the ninety-percent credible range is from 2% probability to 93% probability 

(Appendix 5, question 6), reflecting the on-going difficulty of assessing the long-

term future behaviour of the volcano in the absence of compelling evidence on its 

own particular trend and pattern of activity. 

 

21. The new extensive dome eruption database DomeHaz10 with more data than 

previously used here, also offers some new perspectives of how such eruptions 

finish. In particular, the question is addressed: How frequently do lava dome 

eruptions culminate in major explosive activity? The findings of this work show 
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that where lava dome eruptions are associated with major (>VEI 4) explosive 

activity (51 out of 397 total eruptive phases), the majority of those explosions (28) 

occur before dome growth commences. Relatively few (10 explosions), occurred 

during dome growth and only one shortly after dome growth had ceased. Although 

lava domes of andesitic composition are by far the most frequently occurring type 

of lava dome, 90% of those eruptions are not associated with major explosive 

activity. 

 
22. In the case of a new cycle of surface activity we expect to see a change in one or 

several monitored parameters of deformation, outgassing and seismic activity. The 

onset of VT seismicity is often the first sign of renewed volcanic activity, however, 

caution needs to be exercised, as the so-called Kaiser-effect11 might prevent VT 

seismicity from setting in before previous levels of stress have been reached and 

surpassed. Renewed low-frequency seismicity occurring in swarms of similar 

seismic events12,13 will indicate the movement of magma and imply the end of a 

pause. In this case we also expect to see sudden changes in outgassing levels and 

deformation, departing significantly from the current trend.   

 
23. We revisited the “end of eruption criteria ” defined in SAC2 (paragraph 14-17)14 

which are (i) less than 50 tonnes/day of SO2 output, (ii) less than 5 mm/year 

displacement across all GPS sites, and (iii) no low-frequency earthquake swarms 

as defined in SAC 211,12. We realise that these quantitative criteria might not be met 

for a long time even though the potential lack of eruptible magma could indicate 

the end of eruption. Particularly the criterion of 50 tonnes/day of SO2 output marks 

the minimum level of detectability rather than an established reference value for 

background outgassing. In the absence of any reliable reference value for SO2 

output on Montserrat we decided not to replace this figure by another, but to reduce 

the weight of this criterion in our evaluation of whether the eruption has stopped 

or not.   

 

 

Hazard Scenarios 

  

24. We now summarise the results of the formal elicitation of the views of the SAC 

members and MVO staff on the probabilities of occurrence over the next year of 

the hazardous events that are inputs to the risk simulation modelling.  In order to 

assign quantitative estimates to these probabilities, we use our knowledge of the 

factors that influence specific hazard scenarios, results of any available modelling 

analyses, and the expert elicitation method that we have used in previous SAC 

assessments. The questions, explanations of their context and the ranges of 

uncertainties derived from the group’s responses are presented in detail in 

                                                 
11 Heimisson, E.R., Einarsson, P., Sigmundsson, S., Brandsdóttir, B.(2015) Kilometer-scale Kaiser 

effect identified in Krafla volcano, Iceland 
12 Neuberg, J. W., H. Tuffen, L. Collier, D. Green, T. Powell, and D. Dingwell, (2006), The trigger 

mechanism of low-frequency earthquakes on Montserrat, J. Volcanol. Geotherm. Res., 153, 37– 50. 
13 Neuberg, J., Luckett, R., Baptie, B. and Olsen, K., (2000) Models of tremor and low frequency 

earthquake swarms on Montserrat. J. Volcanol. Geotherm. Res.,101, 83-104. 
14 Assessment of the hazards and risks associated with the Soufrière Hills Volcano, Montserrat. Second 

report of the Scientific Advisory Committee on Montserrat Volcanic Activity, 1-4 March 2004: Part I, 

Main Report, issued 1 April 2004. 
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Appendix 5.  Here, on Table 1, we tabulate the central median probability values 

for each of the questions and compare them with the equivalent values obtained 

previously, at SAC19.  The series of query Items 2a-2i ask what is the probability 

that each of these events will be the first significant thing to happen in the next 12 

months. 

 

 

Table 1. Summary of SAC20 elicited central probability estimates for significant 

event scenarios over the next year 

 

 Elicitation Question  
(summary description) 

Probability SAC20 
(SAC19) 

1 At least one criterion for deep magma activity will be met 94% (98%) 

2a Nothing significant happens 78% (64%) 

2b Quiet resumption of lava extrusion 13% (32%) 

2c Collapse of most of dome to east (or south) 2% (1%) 

2d Major dome collapse to reach the sea to the NE 0.2% (0.3%) 

2e Major dome collapse to reach Happy Hill to the NW 0.01% (0.03%) 

2f Major dome collapse to reach Plymouth to the W 0.1% (0.06%) 

2g Blast event to reach Happy Hill to the NW 0.002% (0.001%) 

2h Blast event to reach Plymouth to the W 0.01% (0.003%) 

2i Vertical explosion (>0.3 million cubic metres) 2% (2%) 
   

*2c2 Conditional probability of magma extrusion or explosion 

within one month if a major dome collapse is next event 
67% 

(item marked * was not considered previously) 

 

25. Between the elicitations of SAC19 (September 2014) and now (November 2015), 

the assessed median probability (Scenario 2a) that “nothing significant” occurs in 

the next 12 months is slightly increased. The change is marginal when the 

uncertainty associated with such probabilistic enumerations is considered, and a 

small rise like this should not be ascribed any great significance on its own – 

however, it does reflect a consistent continuing trend of increased probability, from 

SAC16 (i.e. November 2011) onwards.   

 

26. This increase in Scenario 2a probability implies a slight reduction in probabilities 

of other eruptive scenarios and, in this context, there is a noteworthy decrease in 

the assessed likelihood of a quiet resumption of lava extrusion taking place as the 

first significant event in the next twelve months (Scenario 2b). In summary, the 

‘nothing significant happens’ scenario is judged about six times more likely than 

the next most likely scenario – ‘quiet resumption of lava extrusion’. 

 

27. One way of viewing these scenario probabilities is to infer that they reflect our 

growing scientific understanding of the Soufrière Hills volcano system and its 

evolution in recent years. This includes the recognition discussed above that, 

notwithstanding the large mass of magma erupted up to 2010, a very considerable 

volume of molten magma likely still exists at depth below the volcano and that any 

perturbation of the system (internally or externally forced) could upset the current 

‘steady state’ pattern of sustained de-gassing without magma eruption.  In the light 

of this thinking, if such a system change were to occur then one of the more 
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vigorous restart scenarios could result as a consequence, and hence there is not a 

tendency to further reduce the associated probabilities; in fact, the upper credible 

ranges of some of these scenarios are increased relative to preceding elicitations.  

 

28. Thus care is needed when judging the median probabilities at face value.  As 

noted, many of the scenario probabilities appear to change to minor extents, but 

these central value variations are not significant given the uncertainties involved 

and the tentative nature of such hazard estimates.  The median probabilities are 

only part of the picture of scenario likelihoods because the associated uncertainty 

distributions (Appendix 5) must be taken into account when quantifying risks to 

the population; full uncertainty quantification is essential in formulating a basis for 

a risk analysis, and these are used in calculating the hazard and risk findings 

reported in following sections.    

 

29. With respect to the scenario of a new phase of lava extrusion, if it were to develop, 

and given there have been no substantive new insights into volcanological factors 

controlling extrusion restarts, we continue to accept unchanged the previous 

(SAC18) elicitations.  Those complementary probabilities indicated that a new 

phase of lava extrusion is more than twice as likely to be of the “short duration” 

type experienced in Phases 4 and 5, rather than reverting to the earlier, long 

duration extrusion behaviour.     

 

30. Similarly, we accept, unrevised, the SAC18 elicited central probability for a major 

explosion, as holding at 0.4% in 12 months (i.e. 1-in-250 chance).  It was noted in 

the SAC18 Report that this probability might have reflected a view at the time, that 

given the deep inflation signal and continued sustained gas output, the present long 

pause could culminate in a new vigorous episode of magma eruption, with a small, 

but non-zero chance of an associated major explosion.  Ideally, the volcanological 

factors - and the probability of this particular scenario - should be re-considered at, 

or even before, the next SAC.  
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Fig. 6 The boundaries of the HLS as of 1 August 2014. 

 

 

31.  Lastly in this section, at SAC20 we elicited for the first time a conditional 

probability for magma extrusion or an explosive eruption to follow within one 

month of a major dome collapse. The initiating event might be triggered by internal 

processes or an external forcing, such as a major regional earthquake or excessive 

rainfall in a tropical storm or hurricane.  The resulting median probability of 67% 

(Item 2c2 on Table 1) indicates that the group would not be surprised by the 

eventuality of new magma reaching the surface quite promptly in such a 

circumstance. 

 

 

Quantitative Risk Assessment 

 

32. We make use of the same procedures for quantitative risk assessment that have been 

used by the SAC since 1997 (described in detail in the report for SAC16). For 

continuity and comparability, we continue to use the on-land Hazard Level System 

(HLS) zone boundaries that were defined in the November 2011 version of the 

HLS (which remain essentially the same in the latest version, promulgated in 

August 2014  - see Fig. 6).  

 

33. The issue of population numbers is fundamental to the estimation of societal risk 

levels (but not individual risk estimates).  A census of Montserrat was taken in May 

2011 but that data was insufficiently detailed to be used fully in the SAC risk 

assessments.  In SAC18 we used population numbers based partly on information 
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from the May 2011 census, which indicated that 583 people were in the area south 

of Nantes River (the northern boundary of Zone A) during the low season for 

visitors to the island15, and partly on an MVO estimate that the number of people 

who were living full-time in Zone B was about 33.  Thus we inferred a population 

of about 550 in Zone A.  We further assumed that there could be a 50% increase in 

the numbers in Zone A during high season (presumed to be November to March 

inclusive), whilst the numbers in Zone B could be doubled.  Similarly, we assumed 

a potential increase of 25% in the population of Woodlands during the high season 

period.  These were central estimates so, for risk assessment purposes, we also 

assumed suitable variations about these numbers.  In running the risk model, the 

higher holiday numbers are activated if the initiating hazard event is simulated as 

occurring in one of the high season months (this was a modelling refinement, in 

comparison to previous analyses).  For continuity, and in the absence of newer 

information, these population numbers and seasonal variations are retained for the 

present risk assessment.  

 

34. Other uncertain volcanological factors, for instance relating to lava extrusion 

restart, prospective multiple episodes, a less favourable site of outbreak in the crater 

or higher extrusion rate, potentially would increase the threat to the populated areas 

to the northwest of the volcano.  These threats could involve incursion into areas 

by pyroclastic flows or surges or, more dangerously, by lateral blasts.  Given the 

present conditions and our updated understanding of the volcano, the median 

values for probabilities of flow incursions are estimated to be somewhat higher 

than those from SAC19 or SAC18; for Zone B, the elicited probability of a 

pyroclastic flow reaching this far within the next year is about 1-in-1500, 

marginally higher than in previous assessments16 (SAC19 1–in–3000; SAC18 1-

in-2300).  For Zone A the risk estimate is also calculated higher now, at 1-in-3900 

in the next year (SAC19 1–in–19000; SAC18: 1-in-7100).  In both cases, however, 

the likelihood of such an event remains low in real terms. 

 

35.  For the case of a lateral blast-derived surge, the corresponding incursion 

probabilities from the latest elicitation findings are very similar to those obtained 

in SAC19 and SAC17, and lower than the value from two years ago from SAC18.  

Thus, Zone B surge incursion odds are now assessed at 1-in-8600 (SAC19: 1-in-

9200; SAC18: 1-in-4000; SAC17: 1-in-8400); Zone A, 1-in-9500 (SAC19: 1-in-

10,200; SAC18: 1-in-4500; SAC17: 1-in-9300). In other words, the risk of surge 

incursion into Zone B or Zone A is judged to have changed little over recent years, 

and in essence remains very low; this said, it should not be forgotten the 

consequences could be disastrous if such an event occurred.   

 

36. Although the area between Nantes and Lawyers Rivers (Woodlands) is not a Hazard 

Zone under the HLS, for consistency with previous SAC analyses we have 

calculated the likelihoods of pyroclastic flow or blast surge reaching this area in 

                                                 
15  The area north of Nantes River lies outside of the MVO Hazard Level System defined Zones; 

however, in line with previous assessments we continue to assess the contribution of this area to the 

overall societal risk estimation. 
16 N.B. due to a numerical conversion adjustment in previous risk calculations, the corresponding 

probabilities for flow incursion given in SAC Reports 17 – 19 were overstated by a factor of ten, and 

should therefore have been much lower than the values quoted in those reports; this error did not apply 

to surge incursion risk estimates or to individual exposure risk estimates.  
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the next year. These now stand at about 1-in-55,000 (SAC19: 1-in-32,000; SAC18: 

1-in-24,000) for a flow and about 1-in-130,000 (SAC19: 1-in-140,000; SAC18: 1-

in-60,000) for a blast surge – these are very low probability prospects, with much 

longer odds against occurrence relative to those estimated for SAC17, say.  

 

37. Some variation in such assessed probability values, from one SAC meeting to the 

next, is due to the acute difficulty of quantifying probabilities for very unlikely 

events, so the quoted numbers should be regarded as indicative, rather than 

definitive.  This said, and the very low likelihoods notwithstanding, potential 

consequences for the populations of each these areas could be extreme should a 

blast surge threaten to move in their direction. 

 

 

Individual Risk Exposure Estimates 

 

38. In terms of individual exposure, individual risk per annum estimates (IRPA) for 

people in different Hazard Zones are calculated using the probabilities elicited from 

the SAC committee, coupled with Monte Carlo population impact risk modelling. 

We have categorised the levels of risk exposure using the six-point risk divisions 

of the scale of the Chief Medical Officer of the UK government in which we have 

replaced the labelling of these factor-of-ten divisions with an alphabetical ordering, 

which we term the Modified Chief Medical Officer’s scale (CMO*) (see Appendix 

6).  

 

39. We also indicate, in numerical terms, the extent to which the volcano increases an 

individual’s risk over and above the ‘background’ risk of accidental death for a 

person living in Montserrat, currently assumed to be 28-in-100,000, i.e. 1-in-3500 

(this value is taken from statistics for the US Virgin Islands). Table 2 shows how 

the current evaluation compares according to these two measures. The two types 

of risk are also displayed in a graphical manner in Figs. 7 and 8, which show the 

range of risks faced, displayed on a vertical logarithmic scale. 

 

40. On the basis of our assessment of the volcano’s future behaviour – including 

possible re-start of lava extrusion and accompanying hazards - our quantitative risk 

modelling indicates the annualised risk of death (IRPA) due to volcanic hazards 

for an individual in each of the open or populated Zones of Fig. 6 is:  

 

Zone C (full-time resident): 1-in-8100; C on the CMO* scale,  

or an increase of 1.4x in background risk level of accidental death. 

 

Zone B (full-time resident): 1-in-17,000; D on the CMO* scale,  

or an increase of 1.2x in background risk level of accidental death. 

 

Zone A (full-time resident): 1-in-4 million; E on the CMO* scale,  

or an increase of 1.003x in background risk level of accidental death 

 

Due to the changes in the elicited event probabilities discussed earlier and, in 

particular, the increased associated uncertainty spreads, the individual risk 

exposure levels in Zones C and B are each somewhat higher than calculated one 

year ago (SAC19: 1-in-29,000; 1-in-95,000), but comparable with those from 
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SAC18 (i.e. 1-in-3,200; 1-in-35,000).  The present risk value for Zone B remains 

in CMO* Scale ranking D, but now sits higher up in that range.  Zone A is ranked 

now in F, and sits above Woodlands and North Montserrat, which area is at the 

very lowest end of that risk range. 

 

Thus the individual risk exposure for residents in the Woodlands area (and further 

north), due to the volcano, remains negligible.  While the exact risk is very difficult 

to determine numerically with any confidence, our tentative analysis puts 

individual risk from the volcano in Woodlands and in the far north of the island in 

the same ballpark of the risk of an individual being killed by lightning (see Fig. 7). 

 
Table 2  IRPA estimates for volcanic risks to occupants of populated or open areas 

 

Residential Area 
CMO* Risk 

Scale 

Annualised 

Probability 

of Death 

Risk 

Increase 
Factor 

Other Natural 

Hazards 

 A 
 

   

  1 in 100 36x  

 B 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  1 in 1000 4.6x  

 

 

 
Zone C (full-time) 

C 
 

 

 

 
1 in 8100 

 

 

 

1.4x 

 

  1 in 10000 1.35x  

 

 
Zone B (full-time 
occupation) 

 
Hurricane -whole 

island 

D  

 
1 in 17000 

 

 
1 in 35,000 

 

 
1.2x 

 

 
1.1x 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Hurricane 

  1 in 100,000 1.03x  

 

 
Earthquake - whole 

island 

 

 

E  

 
1 in 200,000 

 

 

 

 

 

 
1.02x 

 

 

 

   Earthquake 
 

 

 

  1 in 1000000 1.003x  
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Zone A (full-time 

occupation) 

 

 
Woodlands and 

North Montserrat 

(full-time 

occupation) 

F  

 

 
1 in 4 million 

 

 

 
Less than 1 

in 10 million 

 

 

 
1.01x 

 

 

 
1.0x 

 

 

      Risks in the maritime parts of Zones C, B and A (Fig. 6) are appropriately covered 

       by the current on-land estimates, just reported.  Downward adjustment would be 

      needed for entries to these areas that last less than 24 hours. 

 

 

Societal Risk Levels 

 

41. In order to assess societal risk levels, the impacts of different eruptive scenarios are 

modelled for the present population of Montserrat, and aggregated according to 

likelihood of occurrence.  Taking the elicitation results reported above, the risk 

assessment analysis uses Monte Carlo re-sampling to explore possible outcomes 

from a range of scenarios relating to dome collapse, lateral blast, and from relative 

likelihoods of their occurrence. Our assessment represents a one-year risk outlook. 

 

42. In order to assess societal risk levels, the impacts of different eruptive scenarios are 

modelled for the present population of Montserrat, and aggregated according to 

likelihood of occurrence. Taking the elicitation results reported above, the risk 

assessment analysis uses Monte Carlo re-sampling to explore possible outcomes 

from a range of scenarios relating to dome collapse, lateral blast, and from relative 

likelihoods of their occurrence. Our assessment represents a one-year risk outlook. 
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Fig. 7 Relative individual annual risk from the volcano for full-time Montserrat residents 

compared with other non-volcanic risks in Montserrat and everyday risks in the UK. 

 

43. Fig. 8 shows the calculated current annualised societal risk curves for Montserrat 

using the assumed population numbers for the situation where there might be a rapid 

combination of hazards from, say, a major dome collapse and a near-simultaneous 

explosion, both occurring close in time as a restart to eruptive activity (solid red 

line). Also shown on Fig. 8 is the counterpart societal risk curve produced one and 

two years ago (SAC19, green line; SAC18, blue line).   
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Fig. 8  Societal risk curve (solid red) for the island population at the time of SAC20, 

and comparisons with SAC19 (green) and SAC18 (blue), and approximate risk levels 

on Montserrat from other natural hazards such as earthquakes (triangles) and 

hurricanes (Stars). The curve for SAC8 (dashed red) is included to show the highest 

societal risk level assessed at any SAC.  The colour-shaded areas around each risk 

curve give an indication of the uncertainties associated with these estimates.  

 

 

44. Overall, the current societal risk – expressed as different total numbers of casualties 

– is evaluated now similar to that of SAC 18 two years ago, and is therefore 

moderately higher than the level assessed one year ago, at SAC19. As mentioned 

above, this result reflects slight widening of the elicited uncertainty distributions 

for probabilities relating to some of the greater threat scenarios.  For comparison, 

the highest societal risk curve in recent years was that of March 2007 (SAC 8), 

when the dome was very active and still growing vigorously (Fig. 8, upper, dashed 

red line). 

 

45. The projected chances of a limited number of casualties (i.e. less than about 10 to 

20) due to volcanic hazards are assessed below the estimated long-term societal risk 

exposure on Montserrat from earthquake or from hurricane (Fig. 8, black lines with 
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symbols). However, with the present spatial demographics of where people live, at 

very low probabilities of occurrence (below about 1-in-1000) the volcano has the 

potential to be more disastrous than a hurricane or an earthquake in terms of total 

numbers harmed.  It should be remembered that hurricane and earthquake threats 

are island-wide, whereas volcanic risk could be reduced, if desired, by additional 

mitigation measures (e.g. moving more people further away from the volcano). 

 

46. Some caution should be exercised when using the information implied by the curves 

shown on Fig. 8. Each curve carries a significant element of uncertainty, up or 

down, and numerical differences between any two curves may be less than indicated 

by these central tendency (median) calculations - estimate variances are illustrated 

indicatively on Fig. 8 by shaded areas around each curve. Thus the present 

estimated likelihood of suffering one or more casualties in the next year due to 

volcanic action is in the region of a 1-in-500 chance, but could be slightly higher, 

or somewhat lower, under different assumptions. This said, the present societal risk 

level is almost two orders of magnitude lower than in 2007. 

 

 

Access to Zone V 

 

47. Activities taking place in Zone V such as sand exports (from Plymouth), geothermal 

drilling, police operations, animal projects, metal reclamation, filming, scattering 

of ashes and tourist trips need to be managed in co-operation with the MVO. For 

corresponding risk levels we refer to our report of SAC19.  

 

 

The Operation of MVO 

 

48. The current 5-year contract for the management of MVO has been awarded to the 

Seismic Research Centre (SRC) of the University of the West Indies, but has still 

not yet been ratified. This has implications for the employment of MVO scientists 

through The University of the West Indies, who obtain only rolling one-year 

contracts at the moment, a procedure normally applied to staff whose performance 

level is in question. Another consequence of this delay affects the up-grade of the 

monitoring networks that has been pending for more than a year and could affect 

the performance of the MVO in their monitoring ability. This is highly undesirable 

and needs to be tackled without further delay.   

 

49. We feel that the current MVO website does not represent the MVO properly, as it 

does not reflect the wider scope of all MVO operations, nor the profiles of MVO 

scientific and technical staff. We recommend focussing on the re-build of the 

webpages as a matter of urgency, as soon as the new software engineer is in place.  

 

50. MVO is now fully integrated in the operations regarding the Geothermal Drilling 

Project on Montserrat. The director R. Stewart is a member of the project’s 

operational board. 

 

51. Before the new seismic network will be ready for installation, the SAC recommends 

performing a vulnerability analysis of the network including all back-ups, relays 

and radio links. It has been demonstrated on many volcanoes world-wide, and on 
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Montserrat during the run-up to the Boxing Day event in 1997 that in case of 

increased volcanic activity major parts of networks can fail and leave the 

observatories with insufficient monitoring capacity once the eruption is under way. 

 

52. In the current state of activity interpretations of gas emissions have become 

important to our overall understanding of activity. As such, concerted efforts need 

to be made in completing and upgrading the DOAS network so that the accuracy of 

the measurements is optimised. The measurement of gas species other than SO2 will 

also be very helpful. Thus measurements over the next 12 months with  the Multigas 

instrument and, if possible, the FTIR would be beneficial. Some solutions to the 

existing logistical and practical problems in making these measurements should be 

sought. 

 

53. While the activity reports provided by the MVO for the last two years were 

sufficient to inform the SAC about the volcanic activity we recommend to continue 

the previous modus operandi of the MVO to publish and archive formal activity 

reports as Open File Reports on the MVO website. We feel that the informal reports 

issued for recent SAC meetings do not reflect the full scope of the monitoring 

program and scientific efforts of the MVO.     

 

54. We understand that the loss of the previous webpages was caused by computer 

problems completely out of MVO’s hands. This situation reveals the importance 

for MVO to be computationally more independent and not to have to rely on a 

network manager who is not fully integrated in MVO operations. We understand 

that efforts have been made in the last year to create a data acquisition and archiving 

system which is more robust.  

 

55. Given the proficiency, competence and high motivation of the scientific and 

technical staff, the overall monitoring capacity of MVO regarding the 

measurements of ground deformation, gas and seismicity can be considered as 

adequate to the current level of volcanic risk. We note that any attempt to relax any 

restrictions to enter Zone V is entirely dependent on the MVO’s capability to detect 

even the slightest changes in volcanic activity in a timely manner.   

 

 

SAC Matters  
 

57. Prof Aspinall and Prof Sparks will retire from the SAC after this report period.  Prof 

Neuberg thanked both leaving SAC members for their dedication and hard work 

through many years serving at the SAC. A special volcano cake was presented 

during a farewell dinner at Olveston House to mark the occasion.   Prof Aspinall 

will hand over the role of elicitation facilitator to Dr Calder. According to the Code 

of Practice for SACs we will define job descriptions for the SAC members 

replacing Profs Sparks and Aspinall, and will advertise the position in co-operation 

with the FCO.       

 

58. The next meeting of the SAC will take place in November 2016 unless a significant 

event on the volcano brings that forward.  
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Appendix 1: Constitution of the Scientific Advisory Committee on Montserrat 

Volcanic Activity 

 

This document outlines the main responsibilities of the Scientific Advisory 

Committee (SAC) on the Soufriere Hills Volcano, Montserrat. The document 

includes the terms of reference for the SAC and a membership template. The SAC 

is to replace the Risk Assessment Panel and is commissioned by the Overseas 

Territories Department (OTD) of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO). 

The SAC will work according to the Office of Science and Technology (OST) 

Code of Practice for Scientific Advisory Committees. 

Terms of Reference 

The main responsibilities of the SAC are: 

1. to carry out regular hazard and risk assessments of the volcano in co-operation 

with the Montserrat Volcano Observatory (MVO) and to report its findings to 

HMG and the Government of Montserrat; and  

 

2. to provide scientific advice at a strategic level to HMG and the Government of 

Montserrat outside these regular assessments in co-operation with the MVO. 

 

NB: The “Government of Montserrat” will normally mean, in the first instance, 

the Governor as s/he has the constitutional responsibility for the safety of the 

Montserrat population. The Governor will be responsible for ensuring appropriate 

dissemination of SAC assessments or recommendations to the Government and 

people of Montserrat. 

The SAC is also required to perform these additional functions: 

3. to provide independent advice on the scientific and technical operations of the 

MVO to ensure that the work matches the level of risk;  

 

4. to provide scientific advice and assistance to the MVO as required by the 

MVO Director; and 

 

5. to offer advice on new developments that were not foreseen when the TORs 

were set up, and if appropriate make recommendations for changes to the TORs. 

 

 

The SAC will carry out its activities within the OST Code of Practice for 

Scientific Advisory Committees.  The SAC will be responsible to the UK 

Government through the FCO (OTD).  The SAC will not incur expenditure 

without prior FCO (OTD) authority. 

These general terms of reference are supplemented with the following specific 

points: 

(a)  The work of the SAC concerns scientific assessment of the volcanic activity 

and related hazards and risks. This scientific work is an input to decisions made by 

the HMG and the Government of Montserrat related to the safety of the people of 

Montserrat (such as evacuation and extent of Exclusion Zones), to issues of 

planning and sustainable development of Montserrat and to the mitigation of 

external hazards (e.g. to civil aviation). 

(b) The provision of scientific advice to the Governor and Government of 

Montserrat is the responsibility of the MVO and its Director. The SAC has the 
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function of assisting the MVO in its major missions in all respects of its activities 

and to assist in matters relating to the provision of long-term and strategic matters.  

(c) The MVO Director (or scientific staff designated by the Director) participate in 

all SAC activities except for ToRs 3 and 4. 

(d) The SAC has the function of giving advice and assistance to MVO and the 

management contractor relating to scientific matters as required by the MVO 

Director. Such independent advice to the MVO may include appraisal of the 

technical expertise of staff, evaluation of the monitoring systems, assessment of 

proposed research projects by external groups, and advice on technical matters.   

(e) With respect to ToR 3 the Chair of the SAC will be a member of the MVO 

Board of Directors and can provide independent advice to the Board as required. 

The Chair will be expected to attend MVO Board meetings (currently twice a 

year). 

(f) Given the special circumstances of Montserrat as a United Kingdom Overseas 

Territory, reports of the SAC would be provided for both Governments. Reports 

would also be given to the MVO Management Board.  

(g) The SAC will be required to present its findings in a manner suitable for 

release to the public. It will also be required to assist the Governments and the 

MVO in explaining the activity of the volcano and the scientific information 

pertinent to decision-making by the authorities. 

(h) The SAC will liaise with other relevant scientific organisations or committees 

as required, which might for example include regional scientific institutions and 

the Department of Health Committee on health hazards from volcanic ash. 

(g) The Chair of the SAC will make an annual report to the MVO Board of 

Directors. 

 

 MEMBERSHIP 

Membership of the SAC will be at the invitation of the FCO (OTD) and will cover 

the key areas of expertise required to assess the hazards and risks of erupting 

volcanoes. Expertise will include such areas as volcanology, volcano geophysics, 

and hazard analysis. The SAC will continue the approach of the former Risk 

Assessment Panel that was endorsed by the UK Chief Government Scientist in 

December 1997. Thus the Committee requires a facilitator as a member for 

applying expert elicitation methods to estimate volcanic risk. These considerations 

imply a minimum of four members, excluding the Director of the MVO. 

Additional experts can be invited to participate as required by the Chair, with prior 

agreement from the FCO (OTD), if a lack of expertise becomes apparent on a 

particular issue. As required by the Code the SAC is expected to consider external 

opinion. The membership will be considered on an annual basis with a view to 

regular changes and refreshment of membership.  

 

 MEMBERSHIP TEMPLATE 

Members invited to serve on the SAC for the Montserrat Volcano are expected to 

attend all hazards and risk assessment meetings and to participate in the 

formalised elicitation procedure. Members have the responsibility to use their 

scientific judgement and expertise to meet the Terms of Reference. Opinions of 

the Members on scientific matters should be expressed through participation in the 

work of the SAC. Divergences of scientific opinion will normally be reported in 

terms of scientific uncertainty through the formal expert elicitation procedure. 

Differences that cannot be incorporated through the elicitation methodology 
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should be included in the reports of the SAC as required by the OST Code. The 

Chair of the SAC, or his or her delegate from the Committee, will be responsible 

for presenting the findings of the SAC’s work to the Governments of Montserrat 

and the United Kingdom and to the public in co-operation with the Director of the 

MVO. Any disagreement or divergence of opinion with the Director of the MVO 

that cannot be reconciled or incorporated through the elicitation method should be 

reported through the MVO Board of Directors. 

SECRETARIAT 

The FCO (OTD) will provide a Secretariat for the SAC, as set out in the Code of 

Practice.    FCO (OTD) will reimburse premium economy travel costs, reasonable 

hotel accommodation, meals and professional fees (once agreed) in full.  The SAC 

will not incur additional expenditure without prior FCO (OTD) authority.  The 

Secretariat’s main point of contact was Helen MacLeod, Desk Officer for 

Montserrat in OTD.  Her contact details are as follows: 

Email: Michael.Potter@fco.gov.uk  

Tel:     +44 20 7008 3123 

Fax:    +44 20 7008 2879 
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Appendix 2:  Agenda SAC 20  

       

November 1st – 5th, 2015 

Sunday, Nov 1st, 2015 (Olveston House, SAC) 

     18:00h  

 MVO report to SAC 29 

 SAC 20  Agenda 

 Items for briefing of new governor 

Monday, Nov 2nd, 2015 (MVO) 

      08:00h Olveston House (SAC)  

      10:00h Governor Briefing (SAC)  cancelled 

      10:00h - 17:00h  Meeting (SAC & MVO staff) 

(i)        Meeting agenda & plan 

(ii)        Volcanic activity report, presentations (MVO) 

(iii)       Geothermal Project 

(iv)        Summary of interim meeting 

(v)        Reading exercise 

Tuesday, Nov 3rd, 2015 

      09:00h - 17:00h Meeting (SAC & MVO staff) 

(vi)       Analysis of volcanic activity 

 Deformation modelling 

 Stretching models 

 Crystallisation 

 Degassing 

(vii) Identification of future hazard scenarios 

(viii) End of eruption criteria 

Wednesday, Nov 4th, 2015  

 09:00h - 17:00h Meeting (SAC & MVO staff)       

(ix)       One-year hazard assessment  

 Briefing 

 Elicitation       

(x)       MVO matters 

 Reporting from MVO 

 MVO website 

 Monitoring issues 

 Co-operations/knowledge exchange to/from MVO 

 Numerical hazard assessment  

(xi)          Health check of elicitation result 

(xii)    SAC matters (SAC) 

 SAC membership  
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 Performance of MVO 

 SAC co-operation 

 

Thursday, Nov 5th, 2015 

      09:00h -12:00h Meeting (SAC & MVO staff) 

(xiii) Feed-back to MVO  - SAC co-operation 

(xiv) Preliminary statement (SAC)      

      16:00h      Meeting with Governor & Premier (Gov’s Office) 

      19:00h      ZJB  
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Appendix 3: List of Participants 

 

 

 

 

Chair 

Prof J W Neuberg University of Leeds, UK 

 

SAC members 

Prof W.P. Aspinall Aspinall & Associates & Bristol University, UK 

Prof J. Barclay  University of East Anglia, UK  

Dr E. Calder  University of Edinburgh, UK  

Dr E. Rivalta  GFZ Potsdam, Germany 

Prof S. Sparks  Bristol University, UK 

Mr R. Stewart   Director, MVO; University of the West Indies 

 

MVO 

Dr T. Christopher (MVO) 

Dr A. Stinton (MVO) 

Dr P. Smith (MVO) 

Dr K. Pascal (MVO) 

Ms V. Bass (MVO) 

Mr R. Syers (MVO) 

Mr. Pyiko Williams (MVO) 

Ms N. Edgecombe (MVO) 

Dr E. Joseph (Seismic Research Centre, UWI)  

Dr Graham Ryan (Seismic Research Centre, UWI) 

Dr Richard Robertson (Seismic Research Centre, UWI) 
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Appendix 4:  Preliminary Statement SAC 19           

 

 

November 6th, 2015 

 

During the past year the Soufrière Hills volcano has shown no significant changes in 

its behaviour. While the major part of the lava dome remains stable and rockfall 

activity continues to decline, the dome still has the potential to become unstable. 

Temperatures of volcanic gases that escape through fractures and fumaroles have 

remained high with the hottest fumaroles persistently above 6000C over the 5 years 

since the last major activity. 

 

In the last year seismicity has continued to decline to a very low level except for 

occasional short episodes of volcano-tectonic earthquakes, sometimes accompanied 

by elevated outputs of sulphur dioxide. Typically sulphur dioxide emissions range 

between 300 and 400 tonnes/day. Monitoring of ground deformation indicates a slow 

but continuous lengthening trend over the island as well as a significant amount of 

uplift of several centimetres over the last 5 years. When these observations and 

measurements are taken together we conclude that the volcano remains in a state of 

internal unrest and that lava extrusion is still possible. However, there are no signs 

that this is imminent.  

  

The absence of pyroclastic flows or major rockfalls in the last year is an indication 

that the lava dome continues to stabilise. The chance that pyroclastic flows will occur 

within the next year remains low. However, the volcano is still a potential source of 

hazards, some of which could occur at any time with little or no warning and could 

pose a threat to people working in or visiting Zone V. 
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Appendix 5:  SAC 20 Elicitation of Probabilities for Hazard Scenarios 
 

Target questions 
 

 
1. GIVEN what has happened up to the present and GIVEN current conditions, what is the 

probability that at least one of the criteria for continuing activity will be sustained over 

the next 12 months.   
 

 Credible interval 
lower bound 

Median 
value 

Credible interval 
upper bound 

SAC 16 51% 95% 99.9% 

SAC 17 53% 97% 99.9% 

SAC 18 56% 95% 99.9% 

       SAC 19 69% 98% 99.99% 

SAC 20 47% 94% 100% 

 

 
 

 

2a. GIVEN what has happened up to the present and GIVEN current conditions, what is the 
probability that nothing significant will happen (i.e. no collapse, no restart of dome growth, 

no magmatic explosion > 0.1x ref) in the next 12 months.  
 

 Credible interval 
lower bound 

Median 
value 

Credible interval 
upper bound 

SAC 16 1% 30% 73% 

SAC 17 9% 43% 82% 

SAC 18 20% 67% 94% 

SAC 19 42% 64% 91% 

SAC 20 32% 78% 98% 

 

2b. GIVEN current conditions, what is the probability that within the next year the first 

significant development will be a resumption of lava extrusion. 
 

 Credible interval lower 
bound 

Median value 
Credible interval 

upper bound 
SAC 16 6% 43% 78% 

SAC 17 6% 31% 60% 

SAC 18 1% 15% 53% 

SAC 19 3% 32% 55% 

SAC 20 0.5% 13% 62% 

 

2c.  GIVEN current conditions, what is the probability that in the next year the first significant 
activity will be collapse of the dome (e.g. to Tar River or the south, but not to W, NW) which 

takes away the bulk of the remaining dome: 
 

 Credible interval lower 
bound 

Median value 
Credible interval 

upper bound 
SAC 16 0.01% 2% 28% 

SAC 17 0.2% 5% 33% 

SAC 18 0.1% 5% 28% 

SAC 19 0.01% 0.7% 10% 

SAC 20 0.03% 2.1% 19% 
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2c2.  If, in the next year the first significant activity is a major dome collapse, what is the 
probability of magma extrusion or explosion within the following month: 
 

 Credible interval lower 
bound 

Median value 
Credible interval 

upper bound 
SAC 20 1% 67% 94% 

 

This is a new question, considered in previous SACs but elicited for the first time at SAC20. 
 

 
2d.  GIVEN current conditions, what is the probability that within the next year the first 

significant event will be another major dome collapse with sufficient material avalanching 

towards the NE (Trants/Bramble) that it would reach the sea (available volume ~ 10’s M 
m3): 
 

 Credible interval lower 
bound 

Median value 
Credible interval 

upper bound 
SAC 16 0.01% 1% 25% 

SAC 17 0.1% 2% 15% 

SAC 18 0.06% 2% 9% 

SAC 19 0.005% 0.3% 2% 

SAC 20 0.01% 0.2% 7% 

 
 

2e.  GIVEN current conditions, what is the probability that within next year the first significant 
event will be a major dome collapse event  - without blast -  involving enough material 

avalanching to the NW (Tyre’s/Belham) to generate a flow/surge runout to reach  ~ Happy 
Hill: 

 

 Credible interval lower 
bound 

Median value 
Credible interval 

upper bound 
SAC 16 0.002% 0.2% 12% 

SAC 17 0.001% 0.3% 6% 

SAC 18 0.01% 0.5% 6% 

SAC 19 0.0005% 0.03% 2% 

SAC 20 0.0001% 0.01% 2% 

 

2f.  GIVEN current conditions, what is the probability that within next year the first significant 
event will be a major dome collapse event  - without a blast -  involving enough material 

avalanching to W through Gage’s to generate a flow/surge runout to reach close to or beyond 
~Dagenham?: 

 

 Credible interval lower 
bound 

Median value 
Credible interval 

upper bound 
SAC 16 0.05% 1% 24% 

SAC 17 0.1% 2.5% 24% 

SAC 18 0.03% 0.8% 7% 

SAC 19 0.001% 0.06% 3% 

SAC 20 0.003% 0.1% 4% 
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2g.  GIVEN current conditions, what is the probability that within next year the first significant 

event will be a major dome disruption event  - with an associated blast -  involving enough 
material avalanching to the NW (Tyre’s/Belham) to generate a flow/surge runout to reach 

~Happy Hill: 
 

 Credible interval lower 
bound 

Median value 
Credible interval 

upper bound 
SAC 16 0% 0.03% 3% 

SAC 17 0.0002% 0.013% 0.3% 

SAC17* 0.0001% 0.012% 0.75% 

SAC 18 0.0002% 0.08% 1.5% 

SAC18** 0.0002% 0.03% 0.5% 

SAC 19 0.0002% 0.001% 0.6% 

SAC 20 0.0001% 0.002% 3% 
** re-elicited post meeting;  * re-elicited following review and further discussion at the meeting 

 

2h. GIVEN current conditions, what is the probability that within next year the first significant 
activity will be a major dome disruption event involving enough material avalanching to the W 

(Gage’s), with lateral blast, such that the flow/surge would reach to or beyond ~Dagenham: 

 

 Credible interval lower 
bound 

Median value 
Credible interval 

upper bound 
SAC 16 0.0002% 0.03% 3% 

SAC 17 0.0005% 0.046% 1.4% 

SAC17* 0.0006% 0.044% 1.3% 

SAC 18 0.0008% 0.08% 1.3% 

SAC 19 0.001% 0.003% 0.6% 

SAC 20 0.0003% 0.01% 2% 
* re-elicited following review and further discussion at the meeting 

 
2i.  GIVEN current conditions, what is the probability that the first significant event will be a 

vertical explosion of 0.1x reference size or greater (with limited associated dome disruption):  
 

 Credible interval lower 
bound 

Median value 
Credible interval 

upper bound 
SAC 16 0.5% 24% 68% 

SAC 17 0.2% 15% 68% 

SAC 18 0.5% 8% 61% 

SAC 19 0.02% 2% 15% 

SAC 20 0.04% 2% 29% 

 

 
 

6.  Supplementary Question:  GIVEN what has happened up to the present and GIVEN current 

conditions, what is the probability that nothing significant will happen (i.e. no collapse, no 
restart of dome growth, no magmatic explosion > 0.1x ref) in the next 30 years? 

 
 Credible interval lower 

bound 
Median value 

Credible interval 
upper bound 

SAC 18§ 0.3% 16% 74% 

SAC 19 8% 32% 85% 

SAC 20 2% 39% 93% 
§ This question had not been elicited in previous SAC meetings 
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7a.   GIVEN a scenario in which that magma extrusion restarts or an explosive eruption occurs 

within the next five years, what is the probability that there will be precursory signal in the six 
months leading up to the new activity? 

 Credible interval lower 
bound 

Median value 
Credible interval 

upper bound 
SAC 20§ 15% 85%      96 % 

§ This question had not been elicited in previous SAC meetings 

 
7b.  GIVEN a precursory signal in the six months before new activity, what is the probability 

that it will be recognized as such at the time? 

 Credible interval lower 
bound 

Median value 
Credible interval 

upper bound 
SAC 20§ 18 %  82 %  99  % 

§ This question had not been elicited in previous SAC meetings 
 

8a.   GIVEN a scenario in which that magma extrusion restarts or an explosive eruption occurs 
within the next five years, what is the probability that there will be precursory signal in the one 

month leading up to the new activity? 

 Credible interval lower 
bound 

Median value 
Credible interval 

upper bound 
SAC 20§ 11 %   72 % 96 % 

§ This question had not been elicited in previous SAC meetings 

 

8b.  GIVEN a precursory signal in the month before new activity, what is the probability that it 

will be recognized as such at the time? 

 Credible interval lower 
bound 

Median value 
Credible interval 

upper bound 
SAC 20§   14 %  80 %  99 % 

§ This question had not been elicited in previous SAC meetings 

 

9.  GIVEN a scenario in which that magma extrusion restarts or an explosive eruption occurs 
within the next five years, what is the probability that there will be no precursory signal leading 

up to the new activity? 
 

 Credible interval lower 
bound 

Median value 
Credible interval 

upper bound 
SAC 20§ 0.3  % 14  %  71 % 

§ This question had not been elicited in previous SAC meetings 

 
 

 

 
 

10a.   GIVEN a scenario in which that magma extrusion restarts or an explosive eruption occurs 
within the next five years, what is the probability that seismic VTs will be the predominant 

precursory sign in the six months leading up to the new activity? 
 

 Credible interval lower 
bound 

Median value 
Credible interval 

upper bound 
SAC 20§ 17 %   61 %    98 % 

§ Not elicited in previous SAC meetings 

 
 

10b.   GIVEN a scenario in which that magma extrusion restarts or an explosive eruption occurs 

within the next five years, what is the probability that changes in ground deformation pattern(s) 
will be the predominant precursory sign in the six months leading up to the new activity? 
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 Credible interval lower 

bound 
Median value 

Credible interval 
upper bound 

SAC 20§ 0.5  %   6  % 28 % 
§ Not elicited in previous SAC meetings 
 

10c.   GIVEN a scenario in which that magma extrusion restarts or an explosive eruption occurs 

within the next five years, what is the probability that low frequency seismic swarms or tremor 
will be the predominant precursory sign in the six months leading up to the new activity? 

 
 Credible interval lower 

bound 
Median value 

Credible interval 
upper bound 

SAC 20§ 2 % 26  % 63 % 
§ Not elicited in previous SAC meetings 
 

10d.   GIVEN a scenario in which that magma extrusion restarts or an explosive eruption occurs 
within the next five years, what is the probability that changes in SO2 flux will be the 

predominant precursory sign in the six months leading up to the new activity? 

 
 Credible interval lower 

bound 
Median value 

Credible interval 
upper bound 

SAC 20§ 0.7 %    11  % 70  % 
§ Not elicited in previous SAC meetings 
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Appendix 6: Modified Chief Medical Officer’s Risk Scale (CMO*) 
 

 

Negligible (F):  an adverse event occurring at a frequency below one per million.  

This would be of little concern for ordinary living if the issue was an 

environmental one, or the consequence of a health care intervention.  It should be 

noted, however, that this does not mean that the event is not important – it almost 

certainly will be to the individual – nor that it is not possible to reduce the risk 

even further. Other words which can be used in this context are ‘remote’ or 

‘insignificant’.  If the word ‘safe’ is to be used it must be seen to mean negligible, 

but should not import no, or zero, risk. 

Minimal (E):  a risk of an adverse event occurring in the range of between one in a 

million and one in 100,000, and that the conduct of normal life is not generally 

affected as long as reasonable precautions are taken.  The possibility of a risk is 

thus clearly noted and could be described as ‘acceptable’ or ‘very small’.  But 

what is acceptable to one individual may not be to another. 

Very low (D):  a risk of between one in 100,000 and one in 10,000, and thus begins to 

describe an event, or a consequence of a health care procedure, occurring more 

frequently. 

Low (C):  a risk of between one in 10,000 and one in 1,000.  Once again this would fit 

into many clinical procedures and environmental hazards.  Other words which 

might be used include ‘reasonable’, ‘tolerable’ and ‘small’.  Many risks fall into 

this very broad category. 

Moderate (B):  a risk of between one in 1,000 and one in 100.  It would cover a wide 

range of procedures, treatment and environmental events. 

High (A):  fairly regular events that would occur at a rate greater than one in 100.  

They may also be described as ‘frequent’, ‘significant’ or ‘serious’.  It may be 

appropriate further to subdivide this category. 

Unknown:  when the level of risk is unknown or unquantifiable.  This is not 

uncommon in the early stages of an environmental concern or the beginning of a 

newly recognised disease process (such as the beginning of the HIV epidemic). 

 

Reference:  On the State of Public Health: the Annual Report of the Chief Medical 

Officer of the Department of Health for the Year 1995.  London: HMSO, 1996. 
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Appendix 7: Glossary of Terms 

 

Andesite: The name given to the type of magma erupted in Montserrat. 

Basalt: The type of magma entering the magma reservoir below Montserrat. 

cGPS: Continuously-measured Global Positioning System for repeated measurement 

of ground deformation. 

Conduit: In a volcano magma flows to the earth’s surface along a pathway known as 

a conduit. The conduit is usually thought to be a cylindrical tube or a long 

fracture. 

Dyke:  Vertical, tabular body of magma within a fracture below the volcano that can 

act as the conduit for flow to the surface. 

EDM: Electronic Distance Measurements made by laser ranging to reflectors gives 

length changes of a few millimetres accuracy over several kilometres. 

Fumarole:   A vent in the surface of the dome where hot gases exit. 

Hybrid/LP Seismicity: Varieties of earthquake signal often indicative of magma 

motion in the upper part of the conduit. 

Lava: Once magma gets to earth’s surface and extrudes it can be called lava. Below 

ground it is always called magma. 

Lateral Blast: An energetic sideways-directed explosion from a lava dome that can 

generate highly fluid pyroclastic flows. 

Lidar: A laser-based surveying tool that measures the distance to surfaces using 

pulses of light. 

Magma: The material that erupts in a volcano is known as magma. It is not simply a 

liquid, but a mixture of liquid, crystals and volcanic gases. Magma must contain 

enough liquid to be able to flow. 

Magnitude: The magnitude of an explosive eruption is the total mass of material 

erupted.  

Mudflow: A flow of rock debris, ash and mud that occurs on many volcanoes 

particularly during eruptions and after very heavy rain (equivalent to “lahar”). 

Pyroclastic flow: These are flows of volcanic fragments similar to avalanches of rock 

in landslides and snow avalanches. They can be formed both by explosions and by 

parts of an unstable lava dome avalanching. 

Pyroclastic surge: These are also flows, but they are dilute clouds rather than dense 

avalanches. A surge is a rapidly moving mixture of hot particles and hot gas and 

their behaviour can be compared to a very severe hurricane. Surges can be formed 

above pyroclastic flows or directly by very violent explosions. 

Simulation: Use of a computer program to mimic (or model) the behaviour of a 

physical process.  

Swarm:  A large number of, in this case, earthquakes occurring in rapid succession 

with characteristics indicating they are generated from a similar region in the 

earth. Can merge into tremor. 

Talus: A pile of cool lava blocks and ash that accumulate by rockfall around the core 

of the  hot lava dome. 

Volcanic ash: Ash particles are defined as less than 4 millimetres in diameter. 

Respirable ash consists of particles less than 10 microns (a micron is one 

thousandth of a millimetre) in diameter.  
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Appendix 8:   Limitations of Risk Assessment 

 

1. It should be recognised that there are generic limitations to risk assessments of 

this kind.  The present exercise has been a relatively quick assessment, based 

on a limited amount of field and observatory information and on a brief review 

of previous research material.  The Foreign & Commonwealth Office, who 

commissioned the assessment, allocated three days for the formal meeting.  

Thus the assessment has been undertaken subject to constraints imposed in 

respect of time and cost allowed for the performance of the work. 

 

2. While the outcome of the assessment relies heavily on the judgement and 

experience of the Committee in evaluating conditions at the volcano and its 

eruptive behaviour, key decisions were made with the use of a structured 

opinion elicitation methodology17, by which means the views of the 

Committee as a whole were synthesised impartially. 
 

3. It is important to be mindful of the intrinsic unpredictability of volcanoes, the 

inherent uncertainties in the scientific knowledge of their behaviour, and the 

implications of this uncertainty for probabilistic forecasting and decision-

making.  There are a number of sources of uncertainty, including: 

 

 Fundamental randomness in the processes that drive volcanoes into 

eruption, and in the nature and intensities of those eruptions. 

 Uncertainties in our understanding of the behaviour of complex 

volcano systems and eruption processes (for example, the relationships 

between pyroclastic flow length, channel conditions and topography, 

and the physics of pyroclastic flows and surges). 

 Data and observational uncertainties (e.g. incomplete knowledge of the 

actual channel and interfluve topography and conditions, material 

properties inside pyroclastic currents, the uncertain nature of future 

eruption intensities, dome collapse geometries and volumes etc).  

 Simulation uncertainties, arising from limitations or simplifications 

involved in modelling techniques, and the choices of input parameters. 

 

4. These are all factors that are present when contemplating future hazards of any 

kind in the Earth sciences (e.g. earthquakes, hurricanes, floods etc.) and, in 

such circumstances, it is conventional to consider the chance of occurrence of 

such events in probabilistic terms.  Volcanic activity is no different.  There is, 

however, a further generic condition that must be understood by anyone using 

this report, which concerns the concept of validation, verification or 

confirmation of a hazard assessment model (or the converse, attempts to 

demonstrate agreement or failure between observations and predicted 

outcomes).  The fact is that such validation, verification or confirmation is 

logically precluded on non-uniqueness grounds for numerical or probabilistic 

models of natural systems, an exclusion that has been explicitly stated in the 

particular context of natural hazards models18. 

                                                 
17 Cooke R.M., Experts in Uncertainty.  Oxford University Press; 1991. 
18 Oreskes, N., Schrader-Frechette, K. and Belitz, K., 1994. Verification, validation, and confirmation 

of numerical models in the Earth Sciences.  Science, 263: 641-646. 
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5. This report may contain certain "forward-looking statements" with respect to 

the contributors’ expectations relating to the future behaviour of the volcano. 

Statements containing the words "believe", "expect" and "anticipate", and 

words of similar meaning, are forward-looking and, by their nature, all 

forward-looking statements involve uncertainty because they relate to future 

events and circumstances most of which are beyond anyone's control. Such 

future events may result in changes to assumptions used for assessing hazards 

and risks and, as a consequence, actual future outcomes may differ materially 

from the expectations set forth in forward-looking statements in this report.  

The contributors undertake no obligation to update the forward-looking 

statements contained in this report.  

6. Given all these factors, the Committee members believe that they have acted 

honestly and in good faith, and that the information provided in the report is 

offered, without prejudice, for the purpose of informing the party 

commissioning the study of the risks that might arise in the near future from 

volcanic activity in Montserrat.    However, the state of the art is such that no 

technical assessment of this kind can eliminate uncertainties such as, but not 

limited to, those discussed above.  Thus, for the avoidance of doubt, nothing 

contained in this report shall be construed as representing an express or 

implied warranty or guarantee on the part of the contributors to the report as to 

its fitness for purpose or suitability for use, and the commissioning party must 

assume full responsibility for decisions in this regard.  The Committee accepts 

no responsibility or liability, jointly or severally, for any decisions or actions 

taken by HMG, GoM, or others, directly or indirectly resulting from, arising 

out of, or influenced by the information provided in this report, nor do they 

accept any responsibility or liability to any third party in any way whatsoever.  

The responsibility of the contributors is restricted solely to the rectification of 

factual errors. 

 

7. This appendix must be read as part of the whole Report. 

 

 

 

 



Modelling the ongoing deformation of Montserrat

A.S.D. Collinson, K. Pascal, J.W. Neuberg

June 2015

In order to investigate the ongoing inflation signal, numerical modelling is used to model cGPS1

data between 1 August 2012 - 31 July 2014 (Figure 1). A variety of models are created to2

determine a best match to the data. Source types investigated range from tectonic faults to3

magmatic dykes and chambers. Models shown here were created with a Young’s modulus of4

10GPa, Poisson’s ratio 0.25.5

Modelling approach6

Numerical models are created using Comsol Multiphysics R©, and calibrated using analytical solu-7

tions such as Mogi (1958); Okada (1985, 1992); Del Negro et al. (2009). The geometry is created8

with a central block with dimensions of 12 x 18 x 50km, upon which topography from Wadge9

~5mm/yr

GERD

MVO1

HERM

TRNT

OLVN
AIRS

SPRI
FRGR SSOU

RCHY

WTYD

HARR

NWBL

SGH1

Figure 1: Horizontal cGPS for the 1 August 2012 - 31 July 2014.
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(2009) is applied, and embedded in a larger square block of lateral extent 300km and height10

50km. Into this framework, different source types, shapes and locations are inserted. A series of11

models are created with source depths to centre at 1km intervals between 1-10km. Furthermore,12

dyke and strike-slip sources are created with lengths of 1, 5 and 10km lengths. The full set of13

models is depicted in Figure 2.14

Comparison of source types15

Figure 3 shows a comparison for the source end members - strike-slip fault, expanding dyke16

and spherical magma chamber. A source with combined strike-slip and expansion is also shown.17

The configuration for each source type is described below each model. The strike-slip source is18

orientated at 293◦, whilst the orientation of 263◦ is used, in a later step, for the dyke source19

because it provides the best match to the data.20

Matching with the data21

A total slip of 2m per year would provide a reasonable match to the data, but only for the22

North-West stations of AIRS, OLVN, MVO1, GERD and NWBL. Consequently, although it23

cannot be entirely ruled out, a tectonic source is unlikely to be the dominant factor controlling24

the displacement. A magmatic source provides a much better fit to the data. However, neither25

an expanding dyke, nor a spherical magma chamber provides an adequate fit to the data.26

Best match27

The best match for the data can be achieved through a dual source model - a shallow, deflating28

source to explain the innermost stations of HERM, SPRI and FRGR, and a deeper, expanding29

source for the more distant stations (Figure 4). The deeper source is modelled as an ellipsoidal30

source of dimensions 1 x 1 x 0.3km, volume 1.25km3, centred at a depth of 6km b.s.l. with an31

orientation of 263◦. With a Young’s modulus of 10GPa, a pressure of 10MPa provides a good32

match for the displacement over 1 year. However, for a depth-dependent Young’s modulus, with33

a progression from 10-120GPa over 30km depth, the same degree of surface displacement requires34

a pressure of 25MPa.35

The shallower source has dimensions of 150 x 150 x 500m, volume 0.05km, centred at z=0 with an36

orientation of 293◦. For a Young’s modulus of 10GPa, a deflation pressure of 5MPa is sufficient37

to account for the yearly displacement of HERM, SPRI and FRGR.38

Conclusions39

• The inclusion of topography does have a role on the surface displacement pattern, but this40

is a minor role restricted to regions of greatest elevation, e.g. around the dome.41

• There is no evidence for a dominant tectonic, strike-slip component, although it cannot be42

fully ruled out as a contributing component.43

• A spherical or dyke source is a relatively good match for the northern-most stations, but44

is not a good match for the southern and near-field stations.45

• 2 ellipsoidal sources are required to provide the best match to the data46

– Deflation at shallow depths due to e.g. dome loading, geothermal, cooling, crystallisa-47

tion, degassing? Only the GPS stations close to the dome are affected by this shallow48

source. The overall expansion across the island is not impacted by this source.49

– Inflation of a deep source which may be evidence of ongoing magma accumulation,50

or may be explained by pressurisation due to, for example, crystallisation-induced51

degassing. The required source volume change of 0.15m3 s−1 can be achieved through52

a pressurisation of 10MPayear−1 (for a constant Young’s modulus of 10GPa).53
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Strike Slip Expansion
Strike-slip & Ex-
pansion

Double Strike-slip
& Expansion

1km

2km

3km

4km

5km

6km

10km

Figure 2: Full set of results for strike-slip and expanding dyke sources for depths to centre
between 1 and 10km. The surface plot illustrates the vertical displacement, whilst the arrows
show the horizontal displacement. The majority of models are run with a total slip and expansion
of 1 m. However, the Double strike-slip & Expansion models are run with a total slip of 1m but
expansion of 0.5m. In each case, the source has an orientation of 293◦.
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Figure 4: Best fit model with two sources - a deep expanding source centred at 6km and a
shallow, deflating, source at z=0. The model shown is for a constant Young’s modulus of 10GPa.
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Best-fit: Expanding magma 
chamber

Deep Source P = 10MPa
Shallow Source P = -5MPa

Data
Model

Best-fit: Expanding magma 
chamber (Reduced pressure)

Deep Source P = 6.7MPa
Shallow Source P = -5MPa

Data
Model

Parameters used in models

Parameter Value

Youngs Modulus 10 Gpa

Poisson’s ratio 0.25

Deep Source shape Ellipsoid orientated at 263o

Deep Source volume 1.25 km3

Deep Source depth 6000 m (b.s.l.)

Deep Source pressure 10 MPa (Chamber sources only)
6.7 MPa (Combined stretching & 
chamber sources)

Shallow Source shape Ellipsoid orientated at 293o

Shallow Source volume 0.05 km3

Shallow Source depth 0 m (b.s.l.)

Shallow Source pressure -5 MPa (Deflation)

Stretching Models

Not to Scale
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Stretching at 33mm/yr
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33mm/yr at 25km distance from centre of Island

• Stretching only (NNW-SSE)
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Stretching at 33mm/yr, with 
chamber sources

33mm/yr

33mm/yr at 25km distance

Deep Source P = 6.7MPa
Shallow Source P = -5MPa

Data
Model

Stretching at 20mm/yr, with 
chamber sources

20mm/yr

20mm/yr at 25km distance

Data
Model

Stretching at 10mm/yr, with 
chamber sources

10mm/yr

10mm/yr at 25km distance

• Best Combined Model

Data
Model

Stretching at 5mm/yr, with 
chamber sources
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Stretching at 2.5mm/yr, with 
chamber sources
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2.5mm/yr at 25km distance

Data
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Stretching at 10mm/yr, Moved 2km 
South, with chamber sources

10mm/yr

10mm/yr at 25km distance from Belham Valley

• Moving centre of stretching to Belham 
Valley improves match further

Data
Model

Stretching at 10mm/yr, Opposite 
direction, with chamber sources

10mm/yr

10mm/yr at 25km distance from centre of Island

• Stretching direction changed to NNE-
SSW

Data
Model

Stretching at 10mm/yr, Opposite 
direction, moved 2km south, with 
chamber sources

10mm/yr

10mm/yr at 25km distance from Belham Valley

• Stretching direction changed to NNE-
SSW

• Moved 2km South

Data
Model
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Assessment of potential effect of degassing on the deformation observed at 
Soufriere Hills Montserrat since 1995 
Luca Caricchi, Guy Simpson 
        Geneva, 27.10.2015 
 
We performed finite element thermal modelling (Caricchi et al., 2014b) to compute 
the evolution of temperature in magmatic bodies of different volumes instantaneously 
emplaced in the crust at a depth of  5-8km (depending on the thermal gradient). All 
intrusions were considered spherical and therefore the cooling rates (and expansion 
rates) are only minimum estimates. 
 
Upon cooling magma crystallises and, if emplaced at volatile saturated conditions, 
progressively exsolves volatiles and expands. The target of these preliminary models 
is to trace the rate of volume increase during cooling of 3 magma bodies of 2, 3 and 4 
km3 (see also; Caricchi et al., 2014a). These volumes have been selected because 
approximately 1 km3 of magma has been erupted by Soufriere Hills Montserrat since 
1995 (Jürgen Neuberg, Personal Communications, 2015). 
 
Volume expansion associated with exsolution of volatiles has been calculated as 
function of temperature considering the compressibility of pure water at 100 and 200 
MPa confining pressure using the equations of state provided by (Pitzer and Sterner, 
1994; Sterner and Pitzer, 1994). 
 
RESULTS 
Considering that a volume of magma was emplaced within the Soufriere Hills 
Montserrat system around the time at which the eruption started (i.e. 1995) we can 
calculate the volumetric expansion associated with cooling, crystallisation and 
exsolution of volatiles as function of time. Independently of the pressure used to 
compute the H2O compressibility (100 or 200 MPa), the largest cumulative volume 
increase associated with the exsolution of volatiles is obtained for the largest volume 
of intruded magma (Figure 1). Perhaps less intuitively, also the highest rate of volume 
increase with time is also obtained for the largest intrusions simulated both at 100 and 
200 MPa (Figs. 1-4). This is the result of the cooling front propagating from the outer 
to the inner portions of an intrusion with essentially the same linear rate for intrusions 
of different volumes. Consequently, because the volume depends on the cube of the 
radius, the cooling, crystallisation and exsolution of volatiles in larger intrusions 
results in both larger cumulative volume increase and larger rate of expansion (Figs. 
1-4).  
 
DISCUSSION 
The current rate of volumetric expansion inverted for Soufriere Hills is approximately 
4.5 Mm3/y (Jürgen Neuberg, Personal Communications, 2015). Assuming that 
between 2 and 4 km3 of magma were emplaced at the onset of the eruption of 
Soufriere Hills Montserrat in 1995, the current expansion rate (i.e. after 20 years of 
activity) would be best explained by the exsolution of volatiles from an initial magma 
intrusion of approximately 4 km3 of volume (Figs. 3, 4).  Given that about 1km3of 
magma has been erupted, this would imply that eruptible magma is still present within 
the Montserrat plumbing system that could potentially feed future eruptions. 
Following the idea by (Tait et al., 1989), it is possible that the various eruptive 
episodes of Soufriere Hills Montserrat since 1995, were not driven by periodic 
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injection of magma into the plumbing system, but potentially by the periodic 
pressurization of the magmatic system resulting from the exsolution of volatiles 
caused by cooling and crystallisation. 
Interestingly, the radial deformation pattern recorded by the GPS station MVO1, 
seems to show a decreasing rate of deformation during the 3 “inflation episodes” 
starting from approximately 2003 (Fig. 5). Decreasing rate of inflation would be 
compatible with the calculated decreasing rate of inflation associated with cooling and 
exsolution of volatiles (Figs. 3, 4).  
  
We caution that the results of our model should be taken with caution (e.g. we 
only simulated spherical geometry for the intrusion and other shapes will lead to 
different cooling rates and therefore expansion rates) and should by no mean be 
used for decision making. 
 

	  
Figure	  1:	  Cumulative	  volume	  increase	  considering	  water	  compressibility	  at	  100	  MPa	  for	  intrusion	  of	  
2,	  3	  and	  4	  km3	  of	  volume	  cooling	  over	  100	  years.	  

	  

	  
Figure	  2:	  Cumulative	  volume	  increase	  considering	  water	  compressibility	  at	  200	  MPa	  for	  intrusion	  of	  
2,	  3	  and	  4	  km3	  of	  volume	  cooling	  over	  100	  years.	  
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Figure	  3:	  Rate	  of	  volume	  increase	  considering	  water	  compressibility	  at	  100	  MPa	  for	  intrusion	  of	  2,	  3	  
and	  4	  km3	  of	  volume	  cooling	  over	  100	  years.	  Spikes	  in	  the	  diagram	  are	  consequence	  of	  the	  model	  
resolution	  and	  should	  not	  be	  considered.	  

	  

	  
Figure	  4:	  Rate	  of	  volume	  increase	  considering	  water	  compressibility	  at	  200	  MPa	  for	  intrusion	  of	  2,	  3	  
and	  4	  km3	  of	  volume	  cooling	  over	  100	  years.	  Spikes	  in	  the	  diagram	  are	  consequence	  of	  the	  model	  
resolution	  and	  should	  not	  be	  considered.	  
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Figure	  5:	  Radial	  displacement	  of	  Montserrat	  GPS	  stations	  from	  1998	  to	  2012.	  Figure	  from	  (Odbert	  et	  
al.,	  2014).	  
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